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Fluorescent Logic Systems for Sensing and Molecular Computation: Structure-Activity Relationships in Edge-Detection

Jue Ling, Gaowa Naren, Jessica Kelly, Adam Qureshi and A. Prasanna de Silva

Molecular logic-based computation continues to throw up new applications in sensing and switching, the newest of which is the edge detection of objects. The scope of this phenomenon is mapped out by the use of structure-activity relationships, where several structures of the molecules and of the objects are examined. The different angles and curvatures of the objects are followed with good-fidelity in the visualized edges, even when the objects are in reverse video.

Introduction

We established the generality of a molecular design tool – the fluorescent PET (photoinduced electron transfer) sensor/switch principle.1-3 When this tool is used in an analogue mode, fluorescent molecular sensors arise. Some of these see service in clinics, hospitals, streets and war-zones all over the world in the measurement of blood electrolyte levels.4,5 Related sensors also operate in veterinary contexts.6 There is plenty of scope for the development of sensors in a similar manner for many more analytes in many other situations. When the above-mentioned tool is used in a digital mode, fluorescent molecular switches are produced.

These fluorescent switches form the vanguard of molecular logic7-based computation which is now engaging hundreds of laboratories worldwide. The results summarized in books8-13 are augmented by those available in recent reviews14,15 and articles.16-27 This field offers tiny logical information processors that operate in biorelevant spaces which are too small for semiconductor devices to access conveniently.28 This field also allows us to emulate deep-seated processes within ourselves which are molecular in nature.

Imagine the scene: a prehistoric hunter stalks the jungle looking to feed his family. The rustle of the undergrowth alerts him to an approaching animal. Will it be food or will he be food for it? Every millisecound counts. As soon as his retinas image the animal, his ganglion cells draw the edge of the animal as an outline. They send this highly-reduced dataset to his brain along the optic nerve and ask ‘Do you recognize this outline?’ The brain replies ‘This outline with its big ears, long nose and fat body matches that of an elephant on the warpath. Run!’ and activates his legs. All of this happens within the millisecond-scale. The hunter escapes to hunt another day, rather than being trampled to a pulp. He was the common ancestor of you and me.45

Just as edge detection saved the day for our hero long ago, it also looks after us on a daily basis29,30 every time any object approaches us at moderate speeds.31 Edge detection is a deep-seated survival routine within us all. It is no surprise then that this routine has been adapted by computer scientists for security purposes, e.g. the rapid scanning of closed-circuit television footage, as well as for automation, e.g. the rapid inspection of mass-produced components for flaws.32

More recently, edge detection was built-into bacteria by Ellington, Voigt and their team.33 This was an important advance, even though the visualized edges were 0.4 cm thick at the thinnest. A follow-up paper by Ellington, Chen and co-workers34 built edge detection into a reactive oligonucleotide network.35 Excellent edge visualizations, 0.5 mm in width, were achieved provided that the matrix was precooled at 5°C and only warmed up to 37°C for the photographic observation. Furthermore, the observed edges blurred as time went by. We recently reported that small molecules, without any connotations or organizations of living systems, can detect edges under ambient conditions, resulting in edge widths of 1-2 mm which remain stable over considerable periods.36 The extreme simplicity of the experiment was an added feature: a chemical-soaked and partially-dried filter paper was also simple: a photoacid generator, a H+-driven fluorescent ‘off-on’ sensor and a Na2CO3 pH buffer.

The present work examines the range of applicability of this molecular computational effect, by considering a set of new fluorescent PET sensors2,38-41 and related sensors with TICT...
Results and Discussion

Molecular logical edge detection requires careful preparation of the filter paper by soaking it in a solution of 1, 2 (say) and Na₂CO₃ in methanol:water (1:1, v/v) followed by drying in an oven at 50°C for 4 min. No drying resulted in very blurred images and drying at 50°C for 10 min or longer resulted in clear positive photographs only. These optimum conditions were developed for sensor 5 and then, for convenience, used for all others without fresh optimization. Separate optimizations deserve to be done in future studies. The filter paper is then written with 254 nm light through a mask and read (after removing the mask) with 366 nm light excitation under our local conditions of temperature (ca. 20°C) and humidity (86 ± 5% annual average).

As seen in Figure 1, the fluorescence of 2 shows up clearly as an orange image in the time-lapse photographs. Initially, there is no orange fluorescence and only the blue background emission due to the filter paper and the components of the technical solution of 1 is seen. Then as the writing proceeds, the square object is imaged as an orange fluorescent square. We can recognize this as straightforward positive photography. Indeed, Tian’s team previously observed this effect with 1 and a polymeric version of 6 following baking, which is the common practice in industrial photolithography. As the writing is continued, the orange fluorescent square image gains in intensity until 4 min and then undergoes a decline. This intensity decline is most apparent at the centre of the square and is virtually back to the background level at 32 min. This is fluorescence ‘off-on-off’ action driven by a light dose input. In binary logic terms, this is XOR logic, while it also has a ternary logic meaning. However, the most visual aspect of the photograph at 32 min writing is that an orange fluorescence decorates the original edges of the square object. Edge detection in blue-green, in green and in orange were previously shown with sensors 5, 6 and 3 respectively.

Figure 1. Photographs of fluorescent images after multiple exposure to writing light through the ‘square’ mask onto the substrate, containing the logical molecular solution including 2 prepared under optimum conditions, for varying cumulative times as noted in each photograph. Photograph of object under backlit conditions is also shown. For length calibration purposes, it is important to note the diameter of the filter paper to be 11.0 cm and the side of the square object to be 4.1 cm in all cases.

The working mechanism envisages H⁺ produced by photolysis of 1 in the irradiated regions of the filter paper building up a concentration gradient at the edges between the irradiated and unirradiated regions. Diffusive movement of H⁺ down this gradient produces neutralization of the pH buffer and switching ‘on’ of fluorescence of the sensor at the frontiers of the unirradiated regions. The fluorescence of the irradiated regions, which switch ‘on’ for the same reason at very early times, are gradually switched ‘off’ again due to the accumulation of the quencher 9 which acts bimolecularly. Occasionally, residual convective diffusion of H⁺ contaminates the unirradiated regions to cause some enhancement of the background fluorescence.

Figure 2. Intensity-length graphs of images in Figure 1 for a horizontal line through the centre of the square. For clarity, all graphs have been superimposed at the left foot.

This edge visualization can be quantitated by recourse to image analysis software commonly employed by microscopists. Fluorescence intensity – length graphs along a chosen line can be easily obtained in this manner. Figure 2 collects such data along a horizontal line through the centre of the square for each of the fluorescence photographs in Figure 1. The intensities are the red channel data following a red-green-blue analysis. The noisy nature of the graphs is partly due to the relatively weak intensities in this case and partly due to the roughness of the fibrous paper and subsequent drop in optical quality. However, the easy availability and inexpensiveness of the filter paper makes it the preferred matrix. The features of interest to us shine through the noise anyway. It can be noticed that the square expands slightly (ca. 1 mm) as the experiment proceeds. Most importantly, the scan at 32 min writing clearly shows a set of twin peaks, which are the visualized edges on the opposite sides of the square. The widths of these visualized edges are 0.27 (left) and 0.38 cm (right) respectively. These widths are somewhat expanded by repeated placement and removal of the mask which introduces errors in mask registration during multiple exposure experiments of this type.

Following the satisfactory edge detection by the logical molecular solution containing 2, we carried out similar experiments with sensor 4 and the results are found in Figure 3. The edges of the square are not visualized with any clarity, and even the positive photograph stages do not show good contrast from the blue background. Our disappointment is tempered when we understand that sensor 4 is much less soluble in aqueous methanol than sensors 2 or 3. Since it is difficult to get sufficient quantities of sensor 4 into the soaking solution, perhaps we should not be surprised at its failure to detect edges convincingly. Even the moderate hydrophilicity of the morpholino groups in 3 serve to counteract the propensity towards π-π stacking in these perylene compounds sufficiently for our purposes of edge detection. Sensors 6 and 7, with their smaller π systems, have no such stacking worries.
In spite of the failure reported in the previous paragraph, we were in possession of several edge detecting systems in blue-green (with sensor 5), in green (with sensor 6) and in orange (with sensors 2 and 3). So we went in search of a corresponding system which would signal in the blue range of the spectrum. Sensors 7 and 8 were evaluated. Figure 4 shows that molecular logic system containing 7 only shows negative photographs. No edges are visualized. Residual convective diffusion of H⁺ most likely causes the bright blue emission in the unirradiated regions. Anthracene derivatives like 7 have intense absorptions around 254 nm due to S₀-S₂ transition with absorption coefficients (ε) of 10⁵ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹. So we have accidental overlap with the writing wavelength causing serious competitive absorption at the concentrations employed in our study. The photoacid generator 1’s maximum ε is only 1.9x10⁴ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹ at 235 nm. The non-emissive appearance of the irradiated region would suggest oxidative photodecomposition of 7 following direct excitation and subsequent PET to 1. So the expected pathway for edge visualization is hijacked in this instance.

Similarly, Figure 5 shows no significant edge visualization for the case involving sensor 8. Only a low-contrast negative photograph is seen. In this instance, the extremely electron-poor π-system of 8 and the electron-rich 9 pair up to cause strong quenching of emission in the irradiated region while residual convective diffusion of H⁺ dominates the unirradiated regions and causes their emission. The search for edge visualization in blue goes on.

Figure 5. Photographs of fluorescent images after multiple exposure to writing light through the ‘square’ mask onto the substrate, containing the logical molecular solution including 8 prepared under optimum conditions, for varying cumulative times as noted in each photograph.

It was noted above that the current approach produces visualized edges that remain stable over time. This aspect is quantitated by writing through the object mask for the optimum time, followed by regular reading of the image while storing the filter paper in the dark under ambient conditions of temperature and humidity. The resulting images are collected in Figure 6. As we see, the visualized edges are well-preserved for 120 min in the cases of 6, 3 and 2. However, the visualized edges for 5 start to degrade after 30 min. Such stability over 30-120 min can be attributed to the progressive drying of the paper under ambient conditions so that H⁺ (and other) diffusion ceases.

Figure 6. Photographs of fluorescent images after single exposure to writing light through the ‘square’ mask onto the substrate, containing the logical molecular solution including 5, 6, 3 and 2 prepared under optimum conditions, for 35, 16, 35 and 35 min respectively, after standing in the dark for varying cumulative times as noted above each column.

The object has been a hole cut in an opaque mask up to now. Reversal of this situation is important to examine. In the early
days of mainframe computers, dumb terminals followed the trend in mechanical typewriters and could only display plain text characters in a single colour, font and fontsize. One way to introduce some variety was to reverse the illumination of the character. Then the reverse-video character would have more lit pixels than dark ones. To emulate this, we lay the object (cut from opaque and rigid material) directly on the prepared filter paper prior to writing. Now, the irradiated regions are larger in area than their unirradiated counterparts, so that more protons would be generated than in previous experiments. Then, residual convective diffusion of H⁺ could be a bigger nuisance, for instance. In order to mitigate such an effect to some extent, we lay down an arbitrary combination of differently-shaped objects. Such combinations also offer insight into potential interference between diffusing proton fronts where two objects are rather close to each other in space.

Gratifyingly, clear edge visualization occurs in all four cases (Figure 7). No interference effects are seen. The low backgrounds in the unirradiated regions in the cases of systems involving 6, 2, and 3 are to be noted, whereas the case involving 5 does show some residual convective diffusion of H⁺ into the unirradiated regions which leads to some fluorescence enhancement. Therefore the contrast of the visualized edge in the case of 5 is noticeably smaller than those seen with sensors 6 and 3. The contrast of the visualized edge with 2 is also small because of its solubility limitations. Some quantitative analysis was made by obtaining fluorescence intensity - length graphs along a line through the centre of the square and parallel to a quasi-horizontal side. Green (for 5 and 6) and red (for 2 and 3) channel data are employed. These graphs (Figure 8) allow the estimation of the widths of the visualized edges to be 0.8 - 1.8 mm.

Figure 7. Photographs of fluorescent images after single exposure to writing light through a combination of opaque ‘square’, ‘star’ and ‘bird’ masks onto the substrate, containing the logical molecular solution including 5, 6, 3 and 2 prepared under optimum conditions, for 35, 16, 35 and 35 min respectively. The square is 4.1 cm side.
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Several fluorescent ‘off-on’ sensors can be combined with a photoacid generator and a pH buffer on filter paper to yield edge detecting logic systems which operate on objects of different structures.